National Day Calendar®
Rhyme Time – Crossword

ACROSS
7  A color made from mixing red and blue
8  A female lamb and word that rhymes with silver
9  A seat designed to flush away waste
10 To hunker down into a crouch with arms and legs drawn close to the body and rhymes with circle
13 Rhymes with beige and is a mix of grey and beige colors
14 A narrow waisted flying, stinging insect - some have yellow and black stripes
15 A device that makes a loud warning sound

DOWN
1  Food made from cacao pods
2  An old word for eyelet that rhymes with toilet
3  The hindquarters of a horse or the strap of saddle that fits under the horse’s belly and rhymes with purple
4  Rhymes with chocolate and a species of small seabird
5  A type of shiny metal used to make coins, jewelry and other items.
6  A round drawing or object with a center that is the same distance from all edges
11 An unopened flower bud or an ornament that resembles an unopened flower bud and rhymes with wasp
12 A sandy, yellow-brown color
13 A symbol in heraldry, a specific triangle on a shield and rhymes with siren
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